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B- Fill in the spaces with words from the list:

A- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , or d:

1. You can look at yourself in the ..................................
a) result       b) mirror      c) petrol       d) temperature

2. Mirrors ....................... yourself.
 a) reflect     b) heat     c) blow          d) export

3. .................................. are usually done by scientists
 a) experiments         b) pipelines      c) degree      d) water cycle

4. i got great .................... in my exams.
a) tankers        b) results       c) temperatures     d) petrols

Straight - result - heat - blow - measure - water cycle
 
1. We can use a meter to ……………….the width and the length of the door.

2. Follow the …………….line to reach the library.

3. The wind will …………….. violently during the storm.

4. You can …………..your food in the microwave.
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B- Do as shown in brackets:

A- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , or d:

1. Their house ………………….every year.
a) is painting        b) was painted        c) is painted      d) been painted

2. Cars ………………….in Japan.
a) are made         b) are making          c) have made     d) is made

3. Some of my books ………………………by my friends.
a) are borrowing    b) were borrowed     c) are borrowed     d) borrowed

4. A lot of money ………………to buy that house.
 a) pay                   b) pays                  c) paid                d) is paid

1. They find oil underground. ( change into passive)

...............................................................................................................................

2. Scientists do experiments in the labs. (change into passive)

...............................................................................................................................

3. Cheese is made from honey. (make negative)

...............................................................................................................................
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Writing

Write a short paragraph of about (6) sentences about Oil. The following guide
words might help you:

Find- pipeline- export- petrol- factory- Kuwait- famous
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B- Fill in the spaces with words from the list:

A- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , or d:

Fatal - cross - fortunately - floods - put off - drought
 

1. Too much rain may cause…………………..

2. Sara had a dangerous accident but …………………she wasn’t hurt.

3. Cancer is a …………………..disease.

4. We should save energy so ……………….the lights that you don’t
need.

1. Dana went on a diet to……………….weight.
a) purify            b) put on              c) invent              d) lose

2. Not all…………….are harmful; some are useful.
 a) sources         b) light bulb       c) bacteria         d) drought

3. Corona virus was .................. disease in 2020.
a) fatal          b) contaminated         c) energy-saving      d) cross

4. Scientists do their best to ………………….new machines to help us live better.
 a) cross              b) put off          c) invent             d) put on
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B- Do as shown in brackets:

A- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , or d:

1. This dress suits her style. She ……………definitely like it.
a) Can           b) could           c) will        d) may

2. Rana ………………be here anytime soon.
a) might         b) will              c) won’t      d) can

3. We ………………go to school on Friday because it is a holiday.
a) could          b) might          c) will         d) won’t

4. The police ……………..surely arrest the thief.
 a) could         b) might         c) will          d) won’t

1. She will come to school tomorrow. (make negative)

...............................................................................................................................

2. The boys might practice surfing on the island. (ask a question)

...............................................................................................................................
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Writing

Write a short paragraph of about (6) sentences about Saving Energy. The
following guide words might help you:
important - put off - computers - TV - lights - save - special light bulb - one -

car-waste
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B- Fill in the spaces with words from the list:

A- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , or d:

 (abroad– hard – Sadly- bright–prize – simply)

1- …………………….…., my dog was hit by a fast car yesterday. 

2- I would love to travel …………………. this year , perhaps to France. 

3- Clever students study ………………….. to get high marks at school.

4- Marie curie was awarded the Noble ……………………… for chemistry. 

1. Al- khawarizmi was very famous for ………………………… 
a) interview         b) cure            c) light bulb          d) algebra

2. After secondary school ,I will go to university to study ……………………..
a) prize              b) chemistry      c) result               d) degree

3. Many scientists are doing experiments to find a ……………………. for cancer.
a) algebra        b) cure                c) south pole       d) interview

4. To have a better job, you should pass the ………………………. first. 
a) interview      b) cure               c) cancer             d) south pole 
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B- Do as shown in brackets:

A- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , or d:
1. They ……………………. a treasure under the sea in 2000.
 a) find           b) found          c) will find          d) has found

 2. I ........................... to school early yesterday.
 a) go             b) went            c) goes             d) going

3-Your brother isn't coming tonight, ..........................?
a) is he           b) is not he      c) he is             d) he isn’t

4-Hassan and Ali were excited with the new game, ..........................?
a) they were     b) were they      c) weren’t they     d) they weren’t

1- Salim carried a heavy box,………………………? (add tag question)
...............................................................................................................................

2- Ali bought a nice book last Monday. (Ask a question)
...............................................................................................................................

3- We visited the museum yesterday. (Make negative)
...............................................................................................................................
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Writing

“Scientists and inventors have made great inventions and discoveries
for people”
Plan and write a short paragraph of six sentences about "Scientists" using
the guided words provided.

 (clever - hard - inventions - easy - comfortable - experiments - labs - great) 
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B- Fill in the spaces with words from the list:

A- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , or d:

(join a club/racket/ take part in /goggles/volleyball)
 

1- Will you …………………. the next summer?
2- You need a ……………………… and a ball to be able to play tennis.
3- Ahmed plays for the national …………………. team.
4- Swimmers wear ………………to protect their eyes while swimming.

1- To play tennis, you need a ball, a net and a ………………. 
a) racket          b) tourist          c) subject         d) capital 

2- I …………… many gifts in my birthday party yesterday. 
a) grew            b) received       c) measured     d) exported

3- I like scuba diving and I would ………… like to join a diving club.
a) Really           b) sadly            c) abroad                 d) approximately

 4- I am ………….. to learn English. It is my favourite subject.
 a) linking          b) Looking forward       c) growing      d) purifying
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B- Do as shown in brackets:

A- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , or d:

1. My friend …………………… me to her birthday party two days ago.
a) inviting          b) invited            c) invites           d) invite
 
2 Maha and Dana met and …………………… tennis yesterday.
a) play            b) plays             c) played             d) had played

3. They are good at…………………….
a) swim            b) swimming       c) swam             d) swum 
 
4-Salim is going to …………………… diving with his team next weekend. 
a) go                 b) going            c) goes             d) went 

5. My father ………………………going to buy a new mobile phone for me. 
a) am                b) has                c) does             d) is

1-The old man is going to walk to the park. (Make negative)
...............................................................................................................................

2- I (be) going to buy a nice book at the book fair tomorrow. (Correct the verb)
...............................................................................................................................

3- Sara and Dana are going to meet her friend in the garden. (Ask a question)
...............................................................................................................................
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Plan and write a short paragraph of six sentences about ’ sport ‘using the guided
words provided .

 (Important-keep fit-strong healthy- favourite football-club -weekends)
 

28
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B- Fill in the spaces with words from the list:

A- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , or d:

1- Animals live in the .................................
a) capital           b) forest          c) tourist       d) crop

2- China has a great .................................of people.
a) landscape      b) population     c) smoke      d) volcano 

3- Africa is in the west of the Atlantic ..............................
a) ocean             b) tourist           c) area           d) capital 

4- I feel ................................. after a very busy day of work. 
a) hilly                b) similar             c) active        d) exhausted 

( smoke – area – tourists – grow – volcano )

1- A ..................................... can push out hot liquid rocks.

2- Farmers ................................... different kinds of vegetables and fruits.

3- The factories release bad ............................... which is the main cause of
pollution. 

4- People in the ............................... joined a charity work to clean it
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B- Do as shown in brackets:

A- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , or d:
1. My sister is two years ........................... than me.
 a) young              b) as young           c) younger           d) youngest 

2. Mohamed is the ........................... doctor in our city. 
a) good            b) good as             c) better              d) best

3. English is ........................... for me than Chinese. 
a) easy            b) very easy             c) easier              d) the easiest 

5. Mona is ........................... than Salma in my class. 
a) clever           b) clever as              c) cleverer          d) cleverest 

1-Ali is ( tall ) than Ahmad. (Correct)
...............................................................................................................................

2- The nearest supermarket is next to the hospital. (Ask a question)
...............................................................................................................................

3- Al-Jahra is the ( large) city in Kuwait. (Correct)
...............................................................................................................................
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Writing

“Kuwait is a wonderful place to visit.”
Plan and write a short paragraph of six sentences about ’ Kuwait ‘using the
guided words provided .
 (modern - interesting places - beaches - shopping malls - entertainment
city - museum)
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B- Fill in the spaces with words from the list:

A- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , or d:

(experience – amazing – e-card – helipad – linked)
 

1- We enjoyed our journey. It was ...............................

2- Tom sent his friend an ...............................from England.

3- In the internet, Computers all over the world are.............together.

4- Old people can help us with their advice and ...............................

1- The helicopter lands on a ...............................
a- helipad             b-million             c-fortnight       d- court

2- I stayed in Saudi Arabia for a ................................
a- fortnight           b- causeway       c-flood           d- postcard

3- I don’t like this chair. It isn’t ................................
a- bright              b-kind             c-boring            d- comfortable

4- King Fahd Causeway……………………….. Saudi Arabia and Bahrain.
a- links                b- stretches       c-grows         d- loses
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B- Do as shown in brackets:

A- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , or d:
 
1. My sister ....................studied English well.
 a) have           b) has               c) was          d) is

 2. Have you eaten Italian food …………………...?
 a) ever            b) already         c) since       d) ago

 3. My mother has .........................cleaned the house.
 a) yet             b) since             c) for            d) already

 4. We ………………… visited the museum yet.
a) haven’t         b) hasn’t          c) weren’t      d) aren’t

1-The students have already gone to the museum. (Make negative)
...............................................................................................................................

2- Ali has bought a useful book in the fair book. (Ask a question)
...............................................................................................................................
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Writing

"A holiday is the time when we are free of our duties to enjoy and have fun."  
Plan and write a paragraph (not less than 6 sentences) about "Your holiday".
These guide words may help you:
(travel - hotel - visit- - shopping - a week - enjoyed - beaches - museums)
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A- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , or d:

Read the following passage, then answer the questions that follow:

 It was the end of the final school term. The boys in grade 6 planned to
hold a class party. First of all, they got a permission from the school principal.
Then each boy contributed 2 KD. Ten boys volunteered to be in charge of food
and drinks. These boys prepared iced-drinks, bought biscuits, cakes and sweets.
Some of the mothers helped by frying meat and hamburger to make some
sandwiches .Others prepared some cookies and pizzas. Every boy brought his
own plate, glass, fork and spoon. At 4.00 p.m. on that day, all the boys met and
re-arranged the furniture in the classroom. They reserved one section for food
and drinks. Some boys organised games such as 'Treasure Hunt' and 'Musical
Chairs' which everyone enjoyed.
 After the games, they turned to the delicious food and drinks. Their
teacher, who had been specially invited, gave away prizes to the winners of the
games. Lastly, at 9.00p.m.they took photos and went home happily after cleaning
up the classroom. They felt the class party was a good way to end the year.

 1- Which of the following is the best title for the text?
 a) A Class Party 
b) Lovely Boys 
c) Musical Chairs 
d) Delicious Food

 2- What is the meaning of the underlined word " contributed" in the 1st paragraph?
a) decided 
b)reached 
c) paid 
d) screamed 

Reading Comprehension 1 
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3. What does the underlined pronoun "they" in the 2nd paragraph refer to ?
a) the games                                   b) the prizes
c) the drinks                                    d) the boys

4. What is the writer's purpose of writing this text ? 
a) To advise the boys to eat healthy food 
b) To show the boys how to plan parties 
c) To encourage the boys to play games 
d) To advise the boys to help their mothers

5. How long did the party last? 
a) about 3 hours                                b) about 5 hours 
c) about 2 hours.                               d) about 7 hours

6.How did the mothers help with the party?
a) They bought some forks                  b) They made cakes
c) They took photos.                            d) They fried meat and hamburgers

7. What did the boys do after the games?
...............................................................................................................................

8. Why did the students hold the party?
...............................................................................................................................

B- Answer the following questions:

Reading Comprehension 1 
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A- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , or d:

Read the following passage, then answer the questions that follow:

1. The best title of the passage is …………………………
 a. Kindness is rewarding 
b. Hunting Lions 
c. Zoo Animals 
d. The Dangerous Lion

2.The pronoun (they) in line (8) refers to …………………………  
a. jaws 
b. hunters 
c. mice 
d. trees

 Once when a lion was asleep, a little mouse began running up and down on him.
This awakened the lion, who placed his huge paw on the mouse, and opened his
big jaws to swallow him. Other mice nearby run away.

"Pardon, King!" cried the little mouse. "Forgive me this time. I shall never repeat it
and I shall never forget your kindness. And who knows, I may be able to do you a
good turn one day." The lion liked the idea of the mouse being able to help him.
So he lifted his paw and let him go. Later, a few hunters captured the lion, and
tied him to the trees. After that, they went in search of a wagon to take him to
the zoo. Just then, the little mouse happened to pass by.

 On seeing the lion’s situation, he ran up to him and gnawed away the ropes that
bound the king of the jungle. "Was I not right?" said the little mouse. He was very
happy to help the lion. We have to learn that small acts of kindness are greatly
rewarded.

Reading Comprehension 2 
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3. The word (gnawed) in line (11) is closest in meaning to 
a. passed 
b. built 
c. rewarded 
d. cut

4. The purpose of the writer is  …………………………  
a. to show that the weak helps the strong. 
b. kindness is greatly rewarded 
c. the mouse is very useful. 
d. the lion is the king of the jungle

5. How did the mouse save the lion? 

...............................................................................................................................

6. Why did the hunters capture the lion?

...............................................................................................................................

B- Answer the following questions:

Reading Comprehension 2 
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Read the following passage, then answer the questions that follow:

Reading Comprehension 3 

A- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , or d:

Octopuses are very intelligent sea animals. They are fast swimmers. They can
learn new things just like people. They've even learned to get away from
dangerous things. If an octopus sees a dangerous animal like a shark, it can
easily escape. Octopuses don't have sharp teeth to protect themselves. They use
other ways to do that. They like to hide themselves in the sand in the bottom of
the ocean. 

Octopuses can change their colour, to be like the sand, so other animals can't
see them. Some of them like to hide between rocks and coral reefs. Similar to
squids, octopus can hide by spraying ink. The ink makes a cloud that hides the
octopus. It's like magic.

Octopuses have flexible bodies, they are usually small in size. An octopus has
eight arms,
two eyes, three hearts and a large head. They like to eat worms, fish, shrimps
and crabs. What a strange sea animal!

1.The best title for the text is:
a) An Amazing Sea Animal.
 b) Hiding from Dangers.
c) Different Sea Animals.
d) Beautiful Coral Reefs.

2.  The meaning of the underlined word " escape " in the 1st paragraph is to :
 a) smile to                                 b) play with
c) run away                                 d) go with

3. The underlined word "they " in the 2nd paragraph refers to:
 a) hearts
b) eyes
 c) arms
d) octopuses
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Reading Comprehension 3 

B- Answer the following questions:

4. Octopuses are like people because:
a) They are fast swimmers.
b) They can learn new things
 c) They hide in the sand
d) They have three hearts

5. An octopus can do magic tricks:
a) when it sprays ink and runs away.
 b) when it eats worms and fish.
c) because it is small in size.
d) because it has a flexible body.

6. The writer's purpose of writing this text is to:
a) advise us to buy an octopus.
b) compare between octopuses and squids.
c) give us information about octopuses.
 d) warn us from dangerous sea animals.

8. What do octopuses like to eat ?

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. .................................................

9. Why is an octopus an amazing animal?

……………………………………………………………………………………………..................................................... 
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Reading Comprehension 4 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions that follow:

A- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , or d:

If you like snow and ice, maybe you should stay at the Ice Hotel in Quebec, Canada.
But you can only check in to the Ice Hotel during the winter. Why? Because this hotel is
made entirely of ice.
This amazing hotel is built every December. It has 32 rooms, and 80 people can stay
there each night. The hotel has a movie theater and an art gallery. Of course, all of
these parts of the hotel are made of ice. In fact, all the furniture, art, lights, and even
plates and drinking glasses are made of ice.
Because this hotel is so unusual, it has become very famous. People from all over the
world come to the Ice Hotel to look at the fantastic ice arts, enjoy drinks and delicious
foods from ice dishes designer. 
They also enjoy their time. Because of all the ice, the temperature inside the hotel is
always between -2 and -5 °C. In the freezing cold hotel rooms, sleeping is not a
problem. Every guest gets a special cold -weather sleeping bag and some fur
blankets. These keep them warm until morning.

1. The best title for this passage could be: 
a. The wooden hotel
b. The tent hotel
c. The airport hotel
d. The Ice Hotel

2. The underlined word “entirely” in the 1st paragraph means:
a. quickly                           b.slowly 
c.easily                              d. completely

3. The underlined word "These" in the 4th paragraph refers to: 
a. winter coats
b. hotel rooms
c. fur blankets
d. fur blankets and sleeping bags 49



Reading Comprehension 4 

B- Answer the following questions:

4. Which part of the hotel you probably find ice arts? 
a. The art gallery
b. The restaurant
c. The sleeping bag
d. The movie theatre

5. The writer wrote this text to:
a. explain how one can sleep well.
b. show how people enjoy their time in winter. 
c. discuss problems of cold weather.
d. describe how ice- glasses are made.

6. The hotel can receive ................ each night: 
a. eight guests
b.eighteen guests
c.eighty guests
d. eighty eight guests

7.Why is sleeping not a problem at the Ice Hotel?
............................................................................................................................. ........ 

8.What do you think happens to the hotel in the spring?
....................................................................................................................................
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Irregular Verbs List 
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Dictation

1- I need goggles to swim. 
2- volleyball is not boring. 

1- The wind blows strongly. 
2- I see myself in the mirror. 

1- We study algebra at school. 
2- Doctors cure sick people. 

1- Don’t drink contaminated water. 
2- Bacteria may cause death. 

1- I sent an e-card to my friend. 
2- I feel comfortable around my family.

1- Farmers grow crops in the farm. 
2- Smoke and fire comes from volcano. 

Unit 9

Unit 8

Unit 7

Unit 10

Unit 11

Unit 12 
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3- The car needs petrol to move. 
4- Your results reflect your hard work.

3- Scientists invent good things for us. 
4- cancer is fatal disease. 

3- This ring is very bright. 
4- i will study abroad next year. 

3- I passed my final exams. 
4- I really like cooking. 

3- Lions live in the forest. 
4- the capital of Kuwait is Kuwait. 

3- Old Kuwaitis worked in pearl diving.
4- All kids are kind. 
 


